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•Why we wanted to do some 
demographic analysis

•How we went about it

•What we learned



ABOUT US

Population: 75,000
Circulation: 2.3 million 
Materials budget: $1.3m 
Collection:

328,000 physical 
437,000 eTitles



OUR INNOVATIVE HISTORY

•Using Innovative since 
1990

•Migrating to Sierra 
this fall



WHY??

5.5 miles

4.3 miles
3.2 miles



74% cardholders

73% cardholders

61% cardholders

49% cardholders



34 bookmobile stops per month
25 visitors per hour

13 bookmobile stops per month
18 visitors per hour



TIMELINE
August 2014

First presentation to Board of Trustees

September 2014-March 2015

Survey conducted and results analyzed

September 2015

Discussion of survey results with Board



QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

1) Are we providing the same access to library 
services to residents in the north and south 
parts of the village that we are to centrally 
located residents?

2) What are the opportunities to make the 
greatest impact?

3) What are the next steps?



NEXT STEPS

September 2015 – Two Workgroups formed – different objectives 

NORTH – How to increase use of library services among existing users; 
particularly, if we were to open a branch, who would we be serving and 
what would our plan of service be?

SOUTH – How to reach out to non-cardholders?  What are their needs 
and how can we respond appropriately to those needs?



Tracking patron locations – the old way

• Used the pcat field

• Divided village into 8 “zones”
• Each zone had 5 different patron categories based on age

• 133 = Zone 3, age 18-59

• 181 = Zone 8, age 7-12

• Hard to maintain/update – a lot of user error 

• We decided patron age and location should not be 
tied to their pcat

• Addition of birthdate to records/removal of old 
“zones”
• AH resident pcat = 1



First attempts at tracking

• Tracked Drive-up Window usage for one week to determine number of 
“north” users

• Used create lists to determine patrons checking out items at the Drive-up

• Plotted addresses using batchgeo



First attempts at tracking

• Plotted each day and counted data points

• Recorded data for seven days to compare 
usage

• Pros
• Good data!

• Cons
• Only 250 records per map

• Human error



There has to be an easier way!



What is                           ?

•A “data solution that helps libraries 
quickly and easily learn more about their 
users and communities” from Gale 
Cengage Learning

• Training via webcast: Dec 2015

•Began running reports: Jan 2016



Patron profiles
Marketing actions (Patrons)
Marketing actions (Non-patrons)



Creating a report in AOD

• In Millennium, build a review file of patron 
records

• Export fields to Excel:  Address, Checkouts, Date, 

• Open AOD

• Choose a “workflow” (module)

• Choose a patron input file

• Choose your geographic service area

• Choose options

• “Run”



Choose your patron file



Choose your geographic service area





... And on to Google Earth....

• Due to the nature of our 
community (2 zip codes, with 
one including unincorporated 
areas) and our “area” focus, 
we didn’t feel any of the 
offered Geographic service 
area options provided by Gale 
gave us precise enough 
boundaries. So, we used 
Google Earth to craft KML files 
of our areas of interest.



COMMENTS ABOUT MAPS IN AOD

• No exact match to our community 
using the options provided in AOD

• Tried using map file supplied by 
our village’s GIS system

• In the end:  custom KML files 
created using Google Earth were 
best for us



LIMIT WHICH PATRONS TO REPORT ON?





Types of reports in AOD
• Demographic overview – based on census info - part of every report
• Patron analysis – based on the input file of addresses that you supply

• Library patron households
• Library patron households by checkout volume
• Patron household proximity
• Patron household checkout volume
• Experian household demographics

• By estimated household income
• By dwelling unit size
• By length of residence
• By number of adults in living unit

• By presence of children  
• By dwelling type
• By household composition
• Multiple bar charts of types of commodities bought BASED ON EXPERIAN’S DATA ON 

PURCHASING

• MOSAIC profiles  



• Sample of a demographic 
overview page – based on 
census data in the targeted 
geographic area





Experian Marketing Services’ Mosaic® USA is a household-based 
consumer lifestyle segmentation system that classifies all 

U.S. households and neighborhoods into 71 unique types and 19 overarching 
groups, providing a 360-degree view of consumers’ choices, preferences and 
habits. 
This groundbreaking classification system paints a rich picture of U.S. consumers 
and their sociodemographics, lifestyles, behaviors, and culture, providing 
marketers with the most accurate and comprehensive view of their customers, 
prospects, and markets.

What is a MOSAIC category?

https://www.experian.com/assets/marketing-services/brochures/mosaic-brochure-october-2014.pdf



https://www.experian.com/assets/marketing-services/product-sheets/mosaic-usa.pdf

https://www.experian.com/assets/marketing-services/product-sheets/mosaic-usa.pdf


• Patron vs. Non-patron populations: quite similar 

• Any Mosaic group that had Non-patrons also had a 
good number (usually higher) of 
Patrons/cardholders

• Top 5 Non-cardholder Mosaic groups
• Full pockets, empty nests (E19)
• Status seeking singles (G24)
• Bohemian groove (K40)
• Reaping rewards (Q62)
• Senior Discounts (Q65)

WHAT DID WE LEARN FROM AOD?



Small or 
Large 

Multiplex 
w/Apt 

Number, 
65.68%

Large 
Multiplex 
wo/Apt 
Number, 

2.25%

Single 
Family 
Unit, 

32.07%

Type of Residence:
Non-cardholders in south AH



0-4 years
37%

5+ years
63%

Length of Residence:
Non-cardholders in south AH



No/Not Likely, 
82.05%

Yes/Likely, 17.95%

Presence of children in household:
Non-cardholders in south AH



Active Cardholder 
Households, 28.76%

Lapsed 
Cardholder 

Households, 
44.13%

Non-Cardholder Households, 
27.11%

Households in south AH



The ‘Pros’ - HOW DID AOD HELP US?

• Confirmed AHML staff’s perceptions of the community in the real
world (via Bookmobile)

• Allowed us to do some quality control on bad addresses in patron 
records - and set up ongoing quality control to tackle during slow 
times....

• Blessing in disguise: accidental CIRCUPDATE date update and 
cultivating the “10/30/14” non-user



. . . And the Cons
• AOD’s Geographic Service Area options not useful for 

Arlington Heights; built custom KML files via Google Earth 
instead

• Household composition data – hard to get your arms 
around

• Need to keep in mind: source of a lot of the info is 
Experian/credit card data; that context is important - had 
to think about results with that in mind

• Requires dedicated staff time to make use of it (but Gale’s 
customer support was great)



Non-III tracked Patron activity – The Research

• Website logins, eStuff use and REV room reservation actions

• Excel files of Patron barcodes – they are possible!
• eStuff: Bill Pardue, Digital Services Librarian

(OverDrive, 3M, Zinio, hoopla)

• Website login and REV use: Rich Dworianyn, IT – Web Developer 

• In Excel: Used VLOOKUP function to match non-III tracked barcode 
lists with “10/30/2014” Patron list 

• How to record this fact up to this point and/or ongoingly in Patron 
record: still under discussion.



LANGUAGES IN OUR COMMUNITY

No language demographics from AOD 

• Community survey asked language question-- went through and 
mapped those with MyMaps/google 

• For South, 97% of community survey respondents were cardholders, 
so while information is valuable, it does not directly lead us to our 
non-cardholders.

• Many, many languages are spoken in the community in both the 
North and South – all over the map.....



Community Survey - Question 20: All Responses, south of Central Road
Question 20: What languages other than English are spoken in your household



OUTCOMES AND POSSIBILITIES
Potential actions:

• Increase frequency & duration of particular Bookmobile stops

• We do library card signups at school registration, but were missing a whole 
chunk in a certain District – now can address that

• Can improve service to behind-the-Senior-Center customers  

• Look at ways to reach lapsed people and non-cardholders

• Collection composition at different AHML service locations – make 
microcosm of Main Library vs. tailored to “local” needs

• Establish a Branch site in the North

• Implant geographic code in Patron record in Innovative, for future use

• Implant ‘non-circulating’ usage in Patron record?

• Use AOD’s ‘marketing to non-Patrons’ module to do mailings?  



Tracking patron locations – the new way

• 4 easy to identify zones 

• Created a “zone” field in patron accounts

• How we will sustain the ZONE codes

N

CN

CS

S



THANK YOU!
Arlington Heights Memorial Library (IL)

Margaret Jasinski, Collection Services Group Manager
Susan Beckman, Material Handling Supervisor

Eve Lashley, Cataloging Librarian


